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NOVEMBER 1956 
VOL. V No. 8 

6 TAXON 
Official News Bulletin of the International Association for Plant Taxonomy. Edited and Published for I.A.P.T. 

by the International Bureau for Plant Taxonomy and Nomenclature, 106 Lange Nieuwstraat, Utrecht, Netherlands 

ILLEGITIMACY AND VALID PUBLICATION 

R. Ross (London) and F. A. Stafleu (Utrecht) 

Whilst Furtado in his recent contribution to this journal (5 :149. 1956) misinter- 

prets the Code in some respects, he also points to one of its current weaknesses. It 
seems to us therefore that his remarks call for some comment lest, on the one hand, 
they mislead or, on the other, his misinterpretations disguise the validity of some 
of his suggestions. On the question of the legitimacy or illegitimacy of names 
not validly published, one of us (Ross, Taxon 5: 41. 1956) has already pointed out 
that the Note to Art. 6 (Stockholm Code, 10) settles the matter. 

This Note reads: "In this Code. unless otherwise indicated, the word "name" 
means a name that has been validly published, whether it is legitimate or illegi- 
timate" (italics ours). 

As a result of this Note names not validly published are not, unless otherwise indi- 
cated, included within the connotation of the word "name" where it occurs in the Code. 
Since epithets are parts of names, this obviously applies also to them, but it would 

perhaps make for clarity if the Note expressly said so. Although Furtado mentions 
this Note, he has ignored it in his discussion of the definition of an illegitimate 
name in Art. 6 (Stockholm Code, 10) and in his analysis of Stockholm Code, Art. 73*, 
and this neglect vitiates his arguments based on these Articles. This is also true of 
the part of his argument based on Arts. 78 and 79. Although, as we explain below, 
we agree with Furtado that the provisions of these Articles need to be amended, the 
names and epithets to which they apply are only those which satisfy the conditions 
of valid publication as set out in the Code. 

The fact that in Article 11 (Stockholm Code, 16) for didactical reasons only, 
the tautonymous expression "legitimate epithet or epithets validly published with 
the same rank" is found, cannot be quoted to support Furtado's contention that 
a name not validly published can be legitimate or illegitimate. The use here of 
"validly" before published is legalistically speaking superfluous, but in this important 
place it makes for greater clarity. The further fact that our living Homer of 
Nomenclature has once been caught nodding (even in Taxon) only goes to justify 
the rightness of the expression; it carries no weight against the basic provision 
of the above-mentioned note. 

Furtado's classification of names into valid, priorable, and legitimate was the 
basis of one of the major changes which resulted in the Stockholm Code being 

*) The Section of the Stockholm Code containing Arts. 72-81 has been considerably 
re-arranged in the new Code and it would be confusing to indicate the correspondence 
between the two Codes until the new one is published. 
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a great improvement on its predecessors, and botanical taxonomists are greatly 
indebted to him for this. This classification was written into the Stockholm Code, 
but with an altered terminology (cf. Art. 6 = Stockholm Code, 10). The correspond- 
ence is as follows: 

Furtado Code 
valid validly published 

or rather 
valid name name (unless otherwise indicated) 
priorable legitimate 
impriorable illegitimate 
legitimate correct 
illegitimate incorrect 

The terminology of the Code is an improvement over that of Furtado since it 
takes account of the fact that any name that is legitimate (= priorable of Furtado) 
can be correct (= legitimate of Furtado) if a particular taxonomic opinion is 
adopted. The tea plant may be taken as an example. Nothing in the Code tells you 
whether it is correct to call it Thea sinensis L. or Camellia sinensis (L.) O. Kuntze. 
It depends upon whether you regard Thea sinensis L. and Camellia japonica L. 
as belonging to the same genus or to two separate genera. If you place them both 
in the same genus, the Code tells you that you call the tea plant Camellia sinensis (L.) 
O. Kuntze; if you place themr in different genera, the Code tells you that you call 
it Thea sinensis L. Either name can be used without contravening any rule, so 
it is proper to call both legitimate, and undesirable as well as unnecessary to coin 
such a term as priorable. 

When Art. 6 (Stockholm Code, 10) was adopted by the Stockholm Congress, the 
Editorial Committee was instructed to see that the words "validly published", 
"legitimate", and "correct", and Lheir antonyms, were used in the Code in 
accordance with the definitions contained in that Article, and were given authority 
to make any changes necessary to effect this. This they accomplished in most cases 
but, as Furtado points out, they failed to deal properly with Arts. 78 and 79 (also 80) 
of the Stockholm Code. What are stated in these Articles to be illegitimate names 
should have been given the same status as names not validly published, which do not 
have any part in botanical nomenclature. As it is, if interpreted strictly, specific 
epithets published under Uva ursi Mill. must, under Art. 70, Note 3 (Stockholm 
Code, 73, 3rd. para.) be taken into account for purposes of priority, and Abutilon 
album Hill would render illegitimate as a later homonym any subsequently published 
Abutilon album. 

Unfortunately no-one appears to have detected this error of drafting before 1954, 
and no proposals to deal with it were made to the Paris Congress. It was considered 
by the Editorial Committee appointed by that Congress, but they considered them- 
selves bound by the tacit acceptance that these provisions of the Stockholm Code 
had received there. Consequently they will be found unchanged in effect in Arts. 
68, 70, and 71 of the new edition of the Code. As a result of the re-arrangement 
of the Section of the Code dealing with the rejection of names, the provisions of Arts. 
78, 79, and 80 of the Stockholm Code are now combined with others in which the 
word "illegitimate" is correctly used. The names to which the following provisions 
of the new edition apply should not be described as illegitimate: 

Art. 68, (Stockholm Code, 78; cases such as Anonymos, Radicula, Leptostachys and 
Uva ursi). 
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Art. 69 (3), (epithets of subdivisions of genera formed by attaching Eu- to the 
generic name). 

Art. 70 (2), (3), (4), (5), (Stockholm, Code 79; e.g. cases such as Linaria linaria 
and Abutilon album). 

Art. 71, (Stockholm Code, 80; epithets such as typicus, etc.). 
Instead, names which contravene these provisions should be treated like names not 
validly published and have no status under the Code. 

Since what is objectionable in these cases is not the manner of publication of the 
name but its form, its seems to us that the appropriate place for such provisions is 
Chapter III, Sections 4-6 (Arts. 20-27 - Stockholm Code, 30-37). We intend to 
table proposals to that effect in due course. 

AN ANDROPOGONEAE GARDEN IN OKLAHOMA 

Robert P. Celarier and Jack R. Harlan* 

During the past five years the Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station has 
made a concentrated effort to establish an experimental garden of native and 
introduced grasses of the tribe Andropogoneae as a significant part of the pasture 
improvement program. 

The uses of such a garden are numerous, among the most important being the 
analysis of potential germ plasm for a breeding program, and the immediate 
utilization of certain phenotypes of superior quality for given conditions in our 
pastures and ranges. Although the potentials of such a garden have long been 
recognized in plant improvement programs, the establishment and maintenance 
of such programs are laborious and costly and the full utilization of the techniqne 
is rarely made, except for major crops. 

The problems of major interest to the plant breeder (extremes in which gene 
exchanges may be made, the ease of making these gene exchanges, and the morpho- 
logical, cytological, and physiological variation within these extremes) are quite 
frequently problems of considerable importance to experimental taxonomists and 
evolutionists. Breeding programs of the sort here described should be of much 
interest to taxonomists and evolutionists. This report will deal principally with those 
phases of our program that have a bearing, either directly or indirectly, on taxonomy 
and evolution. 

The success of the entire program in the Andropogoneae will depend in large 
measure on the efforts and assistance of the following co-workers, Louis E. Hawkins, 
Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station, Walter W. Hansen, Head, Depart- 
ment of Botany and Plant Pathology, W. L. Richardson, legume breeder, Charles 
E. Denman, grass breeder, Myron G. Grennell, seed technologist and Mrs. Margaret 
Brooks, research assistant. 

*) Address: ROBERT P. CELARIER, Department of Botany & P1. Path., Okla. Agric. 
Exp. Station, Oklahoma A. and M. College, Stillwater, Oklahoma, U.S.A. 

JACK R. HARLAN, Field Crops Research Branch, Agricultural Research Service, U.S. 
Dept. of Agriculture, Agronomy Department Okla. Agric. Exp. Station, Oklahoma A. and M. 
College, Stillwater, Oklahoma, U.S.A. 
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